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 Heuristic Analysis Vinod Mehta Posted on 02 December 2018 As conventional methods of film deposition have been found to
have problems such as high cost, in addition to high maintenance, as well as toxicity, there is now a lot of attention directed

towards thin solid films (TSF). Thin Solid Films(TSF) have been found to have tremendous applications in electronic, optical
and other industries. While most of the metals and alloys found in nature are solid, they normally have large particle sizes, so
their usefulness as a film is limited. On the other hand, hydrogen in the form of gas, liquid or solid, is available as a very good

source for a thin solid film. When a thin film of hydrogen is deposited on a substrate, the film may behave as metal (hydrogen is
not bound to the substrate), insulator (hydrogen may be bound to the substrate), semiconductor (hydrogen is not bound to the

substrate), or any combination of these. Hydrogen has a relatively low melting point, so it is easy to deposit. Thin films of
hydrogen can be deposited at room temperature or at moderately elevated temperatures, but in order to avoid side reactions with

the substrate, a high purity hydrogen source has to be used. In addition to physical properties, the chemical properties and
electric conductivity of thin films can be adjusted by changing the composition of hydrogen. Some applications of thin solid

films are-- 1. Single and multilayer thin films of hydrogen for producing metal hydride storage material. 2. Nano-sized
dielectric films of hydrogen for use in ultra-high density storage devices. 3. Deposited thin films of hydrogen for electric

conduction. 4. Batteries, Fuel Cells and even a whole fuel cell system based on hydrogen, hydrogen-oxygen and hydrogen-sulfur.
5. Solar cells. 6. Catalysis. 7. Electrodeposited thin films of hydrogen for hydrogen ion exchange. 8. Etching and other

properties that are more like semiconductor or insulator materials. The basic concepts of thin solid films, which are thin layers
of matter in a solid form, have been known for a long time. In fact, these ideas go back to the 19th century when a Swedish

scientist Carl Wilhelm Siemens was studying thin films of silver, called "faceted silver" when he 82157476af
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